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If Youre Happy And You Know It Nursery Time
Target the fertile areas of development for toddlers and twos with these easy-to-implement activities. Each of the 100 daily topics is divided into activities and experiences that support language enrichment, cognitive development, social-emotional development and physical development. 50 illustrations.
If You're Happy and You Know ItHoliday House
Sing-along play and learn If You're Happy and You Know It. Ideal for enouraging babies and toddlers to join in with activities and introducing them to the joy of rhyme. Perfect for playgroups and nurseries, or with a parent or carer, this classic favourite will be sure to delight your child and ignite a love of sing-along songs. AGES: 1 to 3 SELLING POINTS: * Featuring a classic children's sing-along song * Bright, inclusive and
friendly illustrations * Simple text ideal for following and singing along * Promotes interactivity and parent-child engagement Padded embossed cover
Press the squishy button and sing along to "If You're Happy and You Know It" while you explore the forest with the everyone's favorite caterpillar! Eric Carle's classic, collage-style artwork engages and delights little readers. If you're happy and you know it...read this book!!
If You're Happy
Level 1
World of Eric Carle: If You're Happy and You Know It
A Ladybird Book of Action Rhymes
A little girl and various animals sing their own versions of this popular rhyme.
Verses suggest what to do to express anger
Happiness is rooted in our culture, religion, and language, and even in our national constitution. It is a defined right to some, and freedom to pursue it guides our charter of rights. Despite its foundational roots, it can be elusive, scarce, and even the source of conflict and war. “If You’re Happy and You Know It” examines the research on happiness against the back-drop of existential and real life crises of the protagonist as he reflects on key relations in his life as they
change over time. While psychology has taught us about cognition, behaviour, and emotion, biology has patiently evolved to propel the human organism forward in the pursuit of happiness. When we distill the key factors common in life, we soon learn that happiness is an essential driving force. Happiness propagates the human species, and our interaction with life provides the meaning. Everything else is details.
Wonderful illustrations and tellings of classic nursery rhymes.
Over 2000 Experiences and Ideas!
Baby Happy Baby Sad
If You're Happy and You Know It
LLL: Feelings: If You're Happy and You Know It 6-Pack with lap book
This new series of bright, slider board books featuring perennially popular nursery rhymes bursts with energy and cheering illustrations. If you're happy and you know it clap your hands! Each book comes with five slider mechanisms, and both an instrumental and vocal version of the nursery rhyme - simply scan the QR code on the first page for little ones to listen and sing
along!
If you're angry and you know it, and you really want to show it, if you're angry and you know it, STOMP YOUR FEET!This Level 2 Scholastic Reader is perfect for young ones learning to sort out their emotions for the first time. Cecily Kaiser changes the lyrics to a favorite tune, telling children to do things like bang a drum, take deep breaths, and walk away when they're angry.
An illustrated version of the famous song that asks readers to clap their hands.
It only takes a few little words to tell some big Bible stories! Noah and the ark, David and Goliath, the birth of Jesus—the Bible has some big stories for little ones to hear and learn. These 19 stories say it all in just a few words so that toddlers are sure to understand and to request their favorites again and again.
Disney Baby
If You're Happy and You Know It Lap Book
Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes

From the 2020 QLA Glendower winner comes a timely and insightful collection of stories about how we pursue happiness in a turbulent world. The stories in this impressive, thoughtful collection explore the human heart and its desire and capacity for joy. A divorced woman discovers a growing sinkhole in her
yard, a lonely man finds an abandoned toddler, a second wife in a fundamentalist community questions her religion, a young Australian veteran of the Afghanistan conflict is haunted by a memory from his last mission. Fiona Robertson's stories traverse the globe to reveal people at moments of change or
crisis, as they struggle to repair fractures in their lives and search for something close to happiness.
"After her former band shoots to superstardom without her, Claire reluctantly agrees to a gig as a playgroup musician for overprivileged infants on New York's Park Avenue. Claire is surprised to discover that she is smitten with her new employers, a welcoming clique of wellness addicts with impossibly shiny
hair, who whirl from juice cleanse to overpriced miracle vitamins to spin class with limitless energy. There is perfect hostess Whitney, who is on the brink of social-media stardom and just needs to find a way to keep her perfect life from falling apart. Caustically funny recent stay-at-home mom Amara. who is
struggling to embrace her new identity. And old money, veteran mom Gwen who never misses an opportunity to dole out parenting advice. But as Claire grows closer to the cool women who pay her bills, she uncovers secrets and betrayals that no amount of activated charcoal can fix."--Back cover.
If you're happy and you know it, and you really want to show it...party like an animal in this silly, colorful book! This classic childhood song paired with fun illustrations is sure to have you and your little one singing and laughing along during storytime!
Asks the reader what they would look like, do, and eat if they were a dinosaur in Hawaii. On board pages.
If You're Scary and You Know It!
Sing Along with Me! If You're Happy and You Know It
If You are Happy and You Know it
If You're a Robot and You Know It
This large tabbed board book features an illustrated guide to 10 different songs with clear instructions to help children join in the actions. Each song is illustrated with bright, animated artwork from Laurie Stansfield which clearly shows the accompanying actions. Through these fun action-rhymes children can develop their language skills and physical movement, as
well as building confidence as they learn their first rhymes. Songs included- Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes The Grand Old Duke of York Incy Wincy Spider Five Little Ducks Row, Row, Row Your Boat The Wheels on the Bus I'm a Little Teapot Two Little Dicky Birds Five Little Speckled Frogs If You're Happy and You Know It
Strike a pose. Blow a kiss. Mouth the words. A fun, sing-along book with a drag twist that encourage kids to embrace all the playfulness of drag culture written by a founding member of Drag Queen Story Hour. If you’re a drag queen and you know it, let it show by winking, shaking your bum, laughing real big, twirling around, and more! Join a cast of fabulous drag
queens as you sing along to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It” in this playful celebration of expressing your brightest and boldest self. A perfect companion to The Hips on the Drag Queen Go Swish, Swish, Swish written by a board member of Drag Queen Story Hour.
Now in board: an irresistible winter-themed romp from the team behind Ten on the Sled! This humorous variation on the classic song “If You're Happy and You Know It” introduces adorable animal playmates ice skating, tasting snowflakes, and building a frosty fort. But can they go with the flow when their wild adventure drifts in a surprising direction? Young readers
will laugh and sing along!
If youre a possum and you know it, climb a tree It youre a possum and you know it, climb a tree If youre a possum and you know it then you really should just show it If youre a possum and you know it, climb a tree! If youre happy and you know it . . . then join in the fun with Aussie bush animals as they flap their wings, let out a growl, bounce around and laugh out loud!
If You're Happy and You Know It, Clap Your Fins (Baby Shark and Friends)
The Complete Resource Book for Toddlers and Twos
Feelings
If You're Happy and You Know it

If you're happy and you know it, hop in the Toon Car for a road trip with Mickey and his pals! Read and sing along with the friends as they visit a variety of locales--from the arctic to the beach. 4 interactive buttons bring the story to life with music and fun sounds.
The special top button is set within a custom-shaped frame and plays "If You're Happy and You Know It." Interacting with the story keeps young readers engaged, and music promotes language development!
If you're happy and you know it, clap your hands. (clap clap) If you're happy and you know it, clap your hands. (clap clap) If you're happy and you know it, then your face will surely show it! If you're happy and you know it, clap your hands. (clap clap) Read or sing along
with your little one’s favorite song! If You’re Happy and You Know It pairs adorable illustrations with the lyrics of the familiar children’s song. This newest board book in the beloved Sing-Along series also features a padded cover perfect for little hands, and is sure to
delight children and parents alike.
If you're scary and you know it, moan and groan . . . Set to the tune of "If You're Happy and You Know It," this festive holiday book is perfect for all of the boys and gouls roaming around on Halloween night! Ghosts moan and groan, while pirates yo ho! If You're Scary And
You Know It! is sure to be a Halloween hit!
New readers will love the vivid colors in this creatively illustrated version of the traditional song. The detailed illustrations will engage readers and encourage them to recognize feelings and emotions. Perfect for those who are just beginning to read as well as those
who have not yet begun, the familiarity of the song provides children with confidence in their developing reading skills. This 6-Pack includes six copies of this title, a lesson plan, and a Lap Book.
If You’re Happy and You Know It
Happy and You Know It
If It's Snowy and You Know It, Clap Your Paws!
The Very Hungry Caterpillar
Dive under the sea to sing and dance with Baby Shark and all his friends, in this underwater twist on a preschool-favorite song Get ready to sing and dance along with Baby Shark, in this underwater rendition of If You're Happy and You Know It Little ones will love singing and dancing along to this favorite preschool song, clapping their fins with Baby Shark, shaking their tail with Seahorse, and snapping their claws with Crab. This
array of underwater friends guides little ones through five emotions--happy, grumpy, sleepy, sad, and silly--providing humor and fun while also helping readers to name and identify their feelings. Informative picture guides help readers to mimic and act out the dance moves, developing their fine motor skills. Featuring an adorable cast of underwater characters, a catchy twist on a pre-school favorite song, and a page of stickers,
your little one will love diving under the sea with Baby Shark
Sing, stomp, and clap along - if you're happy, let it show! Get young readers moving, clapping, and flapping with this brightly colored sing along picture book full of joyful jungle animals. Nod along with groovy giraffe, flap with baby bird, and ROAR out loud with lion. Jane Cabrera's fresh spin on the familiar song is an energetic choice for story hours, and a family favorite for todder dance parties since 2003. An Oppenheim Toy
Portfolio Platinum Award Winner. Jane Cabrera's Story Time celebrates children's best-loved read along nursery rhymes and songs. These interactive favorites are given a new twist by award-winning artist Jane Cabrera and feature her bold, bright, kid-friendly illustrations. Other titles in the series include Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush, One Two Buckle My Shoe, and Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.
New readers will love the vivid colors in this creatively illustrated version of the traditional song. The detailed illustrations will engage readers and encourage them to recognize feelings and emotions. Perfect for those who are just beginning to read as well as those who have not yet begun, the familiarity of the song provides children with confidence in their developing reading skills.
Collects a variety of songs for children from previous "Wee Sing" titles.
The Best of Wee Sing
If You're Angry And You Know It!
Disney® Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
Sing-Along Play and Learn
Popular song that encourages everyone to express their happiness through voice and movement.
This action-focused song with its uplifting lyrics inspires movement and dance to help little ones express themselves. Bright illustrations wil bring extra fun to storytime.
If you're happy and you know it, clap your hands. Clap, clap! Sing along to this well-loved nursery rhyme as you join in with the fun actions.
Little Orchard Toddler Books are made from sturdy card, perfect for children aged 1-3 years old who are ready to move from board books to picture books, and are recommended by Practical Parenting Magazine. Here are two more traditional nursery rhymes with Penny Dann's warm and colourful illustrations. Sing along with these familiar songs, beautifully illustrated
with Penny's very appealing teddy bears.
If You're a Drag Queen and You Know It
Little Words Matter Bible Storybook
If You're Happy and You Know It!
If You Were a Dinosaur in Hawaii

Don't miss the first and bestselling book in the beloved Pete the Cat series! Pete the Cat goes walking down the street wearing his brand-new white shoes. Along the way, his shoes change from white to red to blue to brown to WET as he steps in piles of strawberries, blueberries, and other big messes! But no matter what color his shoes are,
Pete keeps movin' and groovin' and singing his song...because it's all good. Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes asks the reader questions about the colors of different foods and objects—kids love to interact with the story. The fun never stops—download the free groovin’ song. Don't miss Pete's other adventures, including Pete the Cat:
Rocking in My School Shoes, Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons, Pete the Cat Saves Christmas, Pete the Cat and His Magic Sunglasses, Pete the Cat and the Bedtime Blues, Pete the Cat and the New Guy, Pete the Cat and the Cool Cat Boogie, Pete the Cat and the Missing Cupcakes, Pete the Cat and the Perfect Pizza Party, and Pete the
Cat: Crayons Rock!
"With free Musical Robot song download!"--Cover.
Sing, clap, wave, splash, and play with Mickey, Minnie, and other beloved Disney characters! Turn the attached picture wheel to hear six verses of "If You're Happy and You Know It" and watch favorite friends turn up to greet you. Fun, open-ended questions about the pictures and characters add extra opportunities to enjoy music and
movement with your baby.
“When you’re happy and you know it, then your face will surely show it.” Get your hands, feet, and voices ready to show God how happy he makes you! This is a Level One I Can Read! book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences. It aligns with guided reading level J and will be of interest to children PreK to 3rd grade.
When You're Mad and You Know it

YES! This must-have toddler title sheds light on some concepts with a comical flair that will make readers HAPPY. A towering ice-cream cone makes Baby HAPPY. But when that delectable treat goes splat, it makes Baby SAD. And how quickly HAPPY turns to SAD when a favorite red balloon flies away! Even the littlest listeners will relate to this playful look at a pair of emotions that are part of every
baby’s day.
The all-time classic picture book, from generation to generation, sold somewhere in the world every 30 seconds! Have you shared it with a child or grandchild in your life? For the first time, Eric Carle’s The Very Hungry Caterpillar is now available in e-book format, perfect for storytime anywhere. As an added bonus, it includes read-aloud audio of Eric Carle reading his classic story. This fine audio
production pairs perfectly with the classic story, and it makes for a fantastic new way to encounter this famous, famished caterpillar.
If you're happy and you know it, pull the tab and join in the fun. Boys and girls will meet Cat and all her friends and sing along in this wonderfully bright and chunky novelty book.
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New readers will love the vivid colors in this creatively illustrated version of the traditional song. The detailed illustrations will engage readers and encourage them to recognize feelings and emotions. Perfect for those who are just beginning to read as well as those who have not yet begun, the familiarity of the song provides children with confidence in their developing reading skills. This Lap Book is the
perfect size to use for read-alouds, partner reading, and small group instruction.
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